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Assimilating the work of creatives in a medium
that advocates new criteria for engagement.

The creative system encourages young people to excel within a certain set
of pre-existing guidelines, creating flaws that separate us. This progressive
entity of a seemingly disparate creative community is in a constant state of
evolution. We have the power to challenge standards and create disruptions.
By sharing various creative disciplines, we learn to appreciate works apart
from a specific field of study.
As young creatives in a learning environment it is essential to question
education and continue to redefine boundaries. With the advent of the
digital age it is easier to lose a sense of scale and overwhelm the viewer with
content. By holding something complete you allow yourself to question the
information presented in order to bring new ideas to the conversation.
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Fig. 6.1

Fig. 6.1
Brian Kovesci Industrial Design

3D printed chess set reconsidering a modern approach to
word association and lettering, recognizing the way text
plays a role in design visualization.

Fig. 6.2
Jocelyn Williams Interior Design

Ascend: Dreaming in New Heights, MKG Experiential
Marketing Agency NYC. For TED2016, an international
conference inspiring minds to dream, celebrating Delta’s
newest collaborative lab—The Hangar.

Fig. 6.2

Fig. 6.3
Bryce Wong Industrial Design

“My goal as a designer is to make both products and soft
goods that are fun, simple, and make others’ lives more
interesting. Maybe even make you want to share them.”

Fig. 6.4
Sean Nelson Industrial Design

Wesley: a lamp at odds with materials and, seemingly,
gravity. A cold steel glossy white sphere opposing the warm
tones of the American black walnut wall mount and cord
cleat. Brass details and a long fabric cord introducing a pop
of color for character. Mounted magnetically to the wall,
the balloon-like sphere seems to float impossibly above the
floor, tethered only by the cord’s alliance with the plug.

Fig. 6.3
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CHUBBY BUNNY
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Chubby Bunny is a reference to a game typically
played on camping trips when someone tries to shove
as many marshmallows into their mouth while still
being able to say the words “chubby bunny.” In this
game, the act of consuming one’s bodily limit of
marshmallows is harmless fun, which is the attitude
of this body of work.
Contemporary advertising and popular media have
saturated our image of the human body as a hypercurated, idealized experience. The prevalence of
Photoshop and other digital imaging means we can
erase all forms of cellulite, bunching, stretch marks,
or fat rolls from everyday viewership. The natural
body has become alien—gross and hyperbolic—
something in constant need of editing. Through the
re-contextualization of traditional utilitarian ceramic
vessels, we question the act of consumption—both
nutritionally and economically, and its relation to
traditional social ideas of femininity. Do the bulges,
puckers, and rolls of these ceramic vessels make them
less delicate and feminine? Sampling from classical
Romanesque depictions of the body as well as Rococo
ideals of abundance, incites the viewer to reconsider
their personal schemas in regards to femininity,
consumption, and regulation of the body as a result
of post-Industrial Revolution era commoditization.
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WEARER DISPOSITION

Brenda Wedinger Fashion Design

Photographed on a compilation of models with different
backgrounds, looks, style, and personality; showcasing
how clean design allows ultimate room for the wearer’s
self-expression.
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KOMO PORTRAITS

Josh Chamberlain Industrial Design
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Posters created with a 5’ x 10’ CNC router by the DAAP Rapid Prototyping Center
KOMO machine. Instead of using a cutting tool, a plastic Sharpie holder with
a spring inside keeps the marker pressed against the paper. Altering the original
images to black and white versions in Photoshop and Illustrator, Rhino, a 3D
modeling application, was then used to turn the black areas into a surface software
could recognize. One marker can draw about five-thousand inches of line before
becoming too wide or dry, translating to over four-hundred feet of line per poster.
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Fig. 18.1
Zach Lubinski Industrial Design

Fig. 18.1

Third Coast Command, Asian Carp Fishing: designing to
introduce improved solutions. Taking an organized and
informed approach to design, research is key to creating
successful ideation.

Fig. 18.2
Jia Lu Ni / Mallory Barkocy Industrial Design

This Is: a brand diving head first into understanding the ins
and outs of materials honing in on quality craft; refusing to
sacrifice good design and practical functionality.

Fig. 18.3
Pat Dierker Graphic Design

Sci-fi: exploration in the visual language of abstract science
fiction themes; textural color fields, distorted imagery, and
visual effects are incorporated.

Fig. 18.2
Fig. 18.3

Fig. 18.4
Mandy Stephens / Jamie Kruer / Sam Schuermann / Jerod
Turner Architecture

Fission: the result of a subdivision algorithm based on spatial
adjacencies translating into a realized object. Beginning
with a cloud of points from an input mesh, new points
were introduced to subdivide faces based on the proximity
of catalysts relative to the existing geometry. Continuing
iteration generated variation in the concentration and
movement of points, resulting in textural patterning and a
mutating form.
Fig. 18.4
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TOMA
Elliot Raderman Industrial Design

TOMA is a knock-down seating concept forming
a relationship with your home and the objects in it.
With simple architecture and construction, the chair is
designed so that anyone can produce it using standard
workshop machines. A personal connection with
the chair is created while building a knowledge of
materials and craft.
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The research for Trekking Through is situated in an
experiential space of knowing and approaching curriculum
change. Diagnoses of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) seem to be at an all time high, yet
standard educational strategies are not always executed
with its students in mind. This study problematized
experiences learning through ADHD, the ramifications of
those experiences, and, most importantly, the possibilities
of Visual Arts Education within such contexts.

TREKKING THROUGH
Julie Drout Art Education

Artists engage in explorations of the self; therefore,
art education can facilitate the self-study necessary to
hold an awareness and understanding of one’s ADHD,
encouraging self-advocacy. Utilizing an auto-ethnographic
approach allows for a truer representation of what it is
like to learn through ADHD, yet is produced in the field
of Visual Arts Education. The learning experience is
phrased in this way because ADHD presents struggles that
one simply cannot get around; they must trek through the
unpaved, wooded, and swampy trail of their embodied
mind.
Education uses mold-making as a metaphor: students
should not be expected to fit a pre-existing mold; rather,
the student should be understood as a unique individual,
which the curriculum can mold to. If the educators
instruct in ways all students can learn, a body of knowledge
continuously builds upon itself and becomes a functional
and permanent body—much like a ceramic plate.
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Fig. 24.1
Maeve McCarthy Interior Design

Laminated sheets of cardboard and corrugated plastic
stitched together with a nylon cord.

Fig. 24.1

Fig. 24.2
Dan Whitsell Industrial Design

Inspired by daily travel on crowded public transportation,
the bag is designed to be as flat as possible while expanding
at the sides when necessary. Materials: nylon cordura,
lightweight nylon lining, and vegetable tanned leather
details.

Fig. 24.3
Fig. 24.2

Paige Michutka Architecture

Architectural exploration through the use of descriptive
drawing and bold elemental details to create a hierarchy of
importance and an interesting layout of subject matter.
Fig. 24.3
Fig. 24.4
Kris Williams Industrial Design

Digital art in tandem with hand drawn elements to create
endless possibilities of collaging while exploring their
unique communicative abilities; intriguing new ways of
interpreting existing source material and re-contextualizing
it to give it a new meaning and feeling.
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HUMAN STUDIES

Evan Verrilli Industrial Design

Using figure drawing as a way to explore color
theory and atmosphere, with chalk pastel as
an illustration medium brings new textures
and emotion. Excitement comes from the
individuality of each subject matter creating a
challenge to draw their form and capture their
personality.
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REVOLVING PHOTO

Adam Wulfmeyer Horticulture

Plant and shrubbery documentation often deals
with macro-photography in relation to flowers
and shrubs, lacking in the overall habitat of
the plant. The goal is to create a more intimate
relationship with plants that surround passersby.
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Fig. 32.1
Riley Savage Graphic Design

Fig. 32.1

Character illustrations as a result of curiosity, an eagerness
to refine illustration skills, and personal creative instinct. It
is the balance of intention within spontaneous reaction that
creates a unique personality.

Fig. 32.2
Fig. 32.2

Ali Karsh Industrial Design

Modular 3D printed planters existing harmoniously in
a variety of environments and in many forms: stackable
vertically or corner to corner. These tessellating sculptural
vessels are casted in gypsum.

Fig. 32.3

Just hold on, we’re going home
--- Drake

Ayla London Interior Design

Dwellines: a fun side project for friends and family and a
way to share interest in new music. These works take lines
of hip hop songs and relates them to a room in a home
correlating to its lyrics.

Fig. 32.4
Halie Zulch Interior Design

While visiting textile exhibits in Manila, watching Ilocano
women weave, interests struck by their binakul patterning.
To find something considerably modern, that has been
created in tradition for generations inspired this piece—
woven in the pinilian style, with weft floats, rather than in
the true binakul style.

Fig. 32.3

Fig. 32.4
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Curated Chaos is designed for the
multi-faceted generation with eight
diverse frames for every mood,
lifestyle, and personality. The mantra
‘create your chaos’ encourages
customers to experience the unique
story of each piece. Pick a frame and
make it your own.

CURATED CHAOS

Pat Dierker Graphic Design
Terese Ostendorf Fashion Design
Aubrey Krekeler Fashion Design
Doug Kushing Industrial Design
Kristin RohrKasse Graphic Design
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FEATURES
Rachael Polack Photography

A collection of clothing pieces from a selection of designers. Each
garment tells its own story but together they create a conversation
for creative exploration.
Models Betsy Arnold / Ellie Friedmann / Chloe Georgiades / Ali Karsh / Mark
Liston / Ayla London / Ian McGillivray / Amy Stock / Bryce Wong
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Jared Cole kimono jacket
Kris Williams color block tshirt
Bryce Wong custom adidas shoes
Aubrey Krekeler satin crop pants
Alex Herrmann unisex jumper
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Emily Harper ruffle pants
Terese Ostendorf silk dress
Chelsey Burgess knit top
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Emily Harper mock neck jumpsuit
Alex Herrmann unisex jumper
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Maggie Raterman oversize coat
Alex Herrmann unisex jumper
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Maggie Raterman bodysuit leotard
Kris Williams color block tshirt
Terese Ostendorf chiffon drape blouse
Tessa Clark open back apron
Alex Herrmann culotte trouser
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Maggie Raterman jumper dress
Rachel Weber button up shirt
Bryce Wong air force heelys
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Rachel Weber button up top
Jared Cole deconstructed capri
Emily Harper duster coat
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Julia Bond mesh embellished top
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Maggie Raterman white dresses
Taylor Gittings slipper tie shoes
Alex Herrmann open side tunic
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Chelsey Burgess fur pieces
Tessa Clark off shoulder dress
Alex Herrmann tunic and top
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Aubrey Krekeler short sleeve kimono
Terese Ostendorf triangle bralette
Emily Harper knit top
Aubrey Krekeler wide leg trouser
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Chelsey Burgess knit top
Maggie Raterman tie pants
Jia Yee Ni tailored coat
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Danny Chambers boro knit sweater
Taylor Gittings slipper tie shoes
Alex Herrmann open side tunic
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Danny Chambers boro knit sweater
Alex Herrmann culotte trousers
Bryce Wong air force heelys
Rachel Weber slip dress
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Danny Chambers boro knit sweater
Alex Herrmann turtle neck tops
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ALMANAC
Danny Chambers / James Gall / Bryce Wong Industrial Design

Three friends tackling the beginnings of a new idea through Skype calls between
Hong Kong, Melbourne, and Cincinnati created the framework of Tricycle
Collective. What began as an opportunity to create a new shoe turned into a
brand that is reconsidering the way the independent footwear industry approaches
design development. “Almanac is a highly structured footwear and fashion brand
that creates specific product solutions for the climates that humans inhabit. The
vision of Almanac is to explore the definition of self-expression in the twentyfirst century while seeking to energize the independent footwear industry through
collaboration and goodwill.”
Follow @almanacdaily for updates and the release of their first edition: Concrete
High and Concrete Low.
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BASIC LOGO AND IDENTITY GUIDELINES
Primary Logo

Logotype

Font used in logotype

Archer Semibold

AaBbCc
Social Profile

Primary Typeface

Blue indicates clear space. The blue area must be kept free of other
elements. The minimum required clear space is defined by the
measurement “x” (equal to the height of the lowercase letters).

Archer Medium
1234567890!@#$%^&*()_=+

Website Favicon

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Logomark

200% safety space
100% logo
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Secondary Typeface

Usage Guidelines

Brandon Grotesque Light

Don’t change element position

1234567890!@#$%^&*()_=+
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Don’t change element size

Dont change fonts or color

Don’t stretch or distort
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Fig. 74.1

Fig. 74.1
Cameron Bresn Industrial Design

Proportion and form studies for a future 2030 Le Mans
racing prototype.

Fig. 74.2
Sarah Tobias Architecture

Plaster moldings of plastic bags resembling the organic
softness and fluidity of fabric.

Fig. 74.3
Shelby Schaffer Fashion Design

Traditional tailoring techniques paired with intricate
draping practices creating a familiar classic silhouette with
new form and design detailing.

Fig. 74.3

Fig. 74.4
Jami Miles Graphic Design

Fig. 74.2

Visual explorations of content from Sufjan Steven’s album
Carrie & Lowell; exploring theme, mood, and emotion
using found imagery to produce immediate reactions.

Fig. 74.4
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S.I.A.
Joe Frankl Industrial Design

The amount of time people spend consulting
their personal devices for information,
social interaction, and entertainment has
dramatically increased over the last decade.
Research suggests that as average usage reaches
over seven hours per day, we are beginning to
lose some of our ability to decipher human
emotion. This effect is especially detrimental
for children and young adults that are still
in stages of critical social development. Its
impact on this generation has yet to be fully
understood or quantified.
S.I.A. (Sensory Interaction Aid) is a multi
sensory aid designed for a generation that has
become unable to interpret the emotions of
others.
A pair of glasses serves as a platform to support
a host of modules that gather information on
the subject and relay their meaning to the user
through variations of sensory visualization. As
animals, we have evolved to subconsciously
project our emotional and physical states
by emitting chemicals into the atmosphere,
manipulating our visual disposition, and
adjusting our vocal presence. These modules
serve as a liaison between these enduring
human artifacts and a mind lost in familiarity
to receiving them.
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The HeSm module is a headphone that utilizes environmental sensors in the back of the ear cup to
take in atmospheric data such as pheromone production, CO2 emission, and perspiration levels. The
user experiences these factors through feedback of associated sounds that fluctuate in proportional
scales of pitch, timbre, and intensity.
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The SmSe module uses a camera to capture visual input from the specimen such as pupil dilation, body
language, and adjustment in facial muscles to output associated fragrances to the user in a dimensional
axis of clarity and intensity.
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The SeHe module takes in audible data from the subject using language recognition, reading inflection
in voice, and environmental contextual factors and relays them in a corresponding visualization based
on color, intensity, and shape.
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VIEWS
Jordan Daugherty Fine Arts

Addressing the accelerated image proliferation in relationship to painting.
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About the editors

Shelby Wauligman and Arin Moyer took on Cooperative as a way to create
a more informed, engaged, and connected community of creatives. Arin
grew up in Bellefontaine, Ohio just north of Columbus, while Shelby in
Cincinnati, Ohio. They are both seeking a degree in Fashion Design from
the University of Cincinnati, School of Design, Architecture, Art, and
Planning (DAAP).
Shelby has spent time studying at University of the Arts London: Central
Saint Martins and worked in the industry for Amsterdam-based textile
innovator ByBorre and American classics company J. Crew, among others.
This cross section of the creative industries has ignited interests in the
exploration of the separation between disciplines.

SHELBY WAULIGMAN

ARIN MOYER

shelby@shelbywauligman.com
shelbywauligman.com

arin.moyer@gmail.com
arinmoyer.com

Arin is pursuing a minor in Fine Arts as she seeks to blur the lines of fashion
and art, challenging the conventional perceptions of design and making.
Her curiosity and fervor to learn has led her to study at the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University and work for Angelrox, a community-centered small
design brand in Maine. With enthusiasm, Arin joined as a partner to grow
this publication beyond just an idea.
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Cooperative is founded in the cultivation of collaborative spirit. The creation
of this publication would not have been possible without the support and
encouragement from our peers and the Cincinnati community.
Thank you.
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